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Demonstration 1
Title
Bioinspired parallel 2D or 3D skeletonization
Authors
Raúl Reina-Molina
Daniel Díaz-Pernil
Institution
Research Group on Computational Topology and Applied Mathematics
Department of Applied Mathematics
University of Sevilla,
Spain.
Figure
1: Flowchart of the skeletonization process.

The Abstract
software tool we have developed is based in a variant of tissue-like P systems. Here, the
Algebraic Topology is an useful tool in image Processing. In our case, we will borrow some
application
of the rules are regulated by promoters and inhibitors. These catalizers have a clear
elements from Algebraic Topology in order to show a parallel algorithm for thinning a binary
biological
inspiration.
The rule its
is applied
if the reactants
are present,
but
it is also
necessary the
2D or 3D image respecting
shape information.
The parallelization
of the
thinning
algorithm
presenceisofbased
all the
and none of
the inhibitors
in the corresponding
cell. The
promoters
on promoters
Membrane Computing,
which
is a very interesting
research area useful
in the
are not consumed
nor
produced
by
the
application
of
the
rule,
but
if
they
are
not
in
the
development of parallel image processing algorithms. We present here the main guidelines of a cell, the
software
implemented
on python
alongreactant
with a slight
introduction can
of some
rule cannot
be applied.
In one
step, each
in a membrane
only required
be usedbasic
for one rule,
knowledge
about
Algebraic
Topology
and
Membrane
Computing.
but if several rules need the presence of the same promoter, then the presence of one unique copy
of the promoter suffices for the application of the rules. In the general case, if there are several
possibilities, the rule is non-deterministically chosen, but sometimes we will consider a priority
relation between rules, so we need the concept of priority in our P systems.

Figure 1. An example. Left, cell scructure for an image. Right, skeletonized image.

Figure 2: An example. Left, cell scructure for an image. Right, skeletonized image.
s The parallel skeletonization algorithm behaviour is shown in Fig. 1, where the main stages
can be seen:
• Initialization: Initially isolated cells are marked.
• Simple pair detection: Cells making a simple pair are marked.
• Marking of simple pairs no significative enough: Those simple pairs which are no
significative enough are marked to be removed.
• Deletion of no significative enough simple pairs: Those simple pairs with low significativity are removed.
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• Marking of new isolated cells: New isolated cells are marked.

Demonstration 2
Title
Calibration in Optical Graph Recognition
Authors
Christopher Auer
Christian Bachmaier
Franz J. Brandenburg
Andreas Gleißner
Josef Reislhuber
Institution
University of Passau, Germany.
Abstract
Graph drawing is the process to transform the topological structure of a graph into a graphical
representation. Primarily, it maps vertices to points and displays them by icons, and it maps
edges to Jordan curves connecting the endpoints. Optical graph recognition (OGR) is the
inverse and transforms the digital image of a drawn graph into its topological structure. It
consists of four phases: preprocessing, segmentation, topology recognition, and postprocessing.
OGR is based on established digital image processing techniques. Its novelty is the topology
recognition where the edges are recognized with emphasis on the attachment to their vertices
and on edge crossings. Our prototypical implementation OGRup shows the effectiveness of the
approach and produces a GraphML file, which can be used for further algorithmic studies and
graph drawing tools. It has been tested both on hand made graph drawings and on drawings
generated by graph drawing algorithms. Here we report on experiments for the calibration of
parameters, which are critical for topology recognition.

Figure 2. The GUI of OGRup with a drawing of a graph and the recognized graph.

Figure 1: The GUI of OGRup with a drawing of a graph and the recognized graph.
output is a ternary image with three colors for background, vertex and edge pixels. Note that,
depending on the shape of the vertices, different methods have to be applied.
Topology recognition is the particularity of 2our approach. It is divided into skeletonization,
edge classification and edge traversal. Skeletonization performs morphological thinning to obtain
a 4-connected skeleton. The edge classification subphase classifies the pixels of the skeleton based
on their 4-neighborhood and the pixels recognized as vertex pixels in the segmentation phase. The

Demonstration 3
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computing the α−shape
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computingboundary
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Table 1: Algorithm for computing the α−shape. Note that all the computations require only local
information. The angles denoted as illustrated in the figures on the right

Figure 3. α−shape with parameter rc /2 for a set of points in R2 computed using the algorithm. The shaded region is the union of

Figure
1: α−shape
rc /2 for a set of points in R2 computed using algorithm in
balls of radius
r/2 centeredwith
at eachparameter
point.
Table
shaded with
region
is the union
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of radius
rc /2incentered
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point.algorithm in
Figure1.1:The
α−shape
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rc /2offor
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of points
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Table 1. The shaded region is the union of balls of radius rc /2 centered at each point.
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Demonstration 4
Title
Regular map smoothing
Authors
Faniry Razafindrazaka
Konrad Polthier
Institution
Freie Universität Berlin, Germany.
Abstract
A regular map is a family of equivalent polygons, glued together to form a closed surface
without boundaries which is vertex, edge and face transitive. The commonly known regular
maps are derived from the Platonic solids and some tessellations of the torus. There are also
regular• maps
ofofgenus
greater
than
one which
are of
traditionally
viewed
as finitely
generated
Finding
a 4g−gon
in the
universal
covering
G using a cut
and paste
algorithm,
which
groups. defines
RMS (Regular
Map
Smoothing)
is
a
tool
for
visualizing
a
geometrical
realization
of
a topological genus g surface.
such a group either as a cut-out in the hyperbolic space or as a compact surface in 3−space. It
• Generation
of ato3D
embedding
of G as aregular
compact
genus
g surface.
provides
also a tool
make
the resulting
map
more
appealing than before. RMS
achieves
that
by
the
use
of
a
coloring
scheme
based
on
coset
enumeration,
a Catmull-Clark
• Interactive manipulation of the embedded surface by a force-directed algorithm.
smoothing scheme and a force-directed algorithm with topology preservation.
An overview of the user interface of RMS is given in Figure 2.

Figure 5. Overview of the user interface proposed by RMS.

Figure 2: Overview of the user interface proposed by RMS.
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Related Works and Contributions

The visualization of regular maps is still a very challenging problem. The problem lies not only on
finding 3D embeddings of the maps but also these embeddings should exhibit maximal symmetry.
Up to now, only about 100 cases have been solved and there are still about 6000 left (referring
to Conder list of regular maps [1]). Most of these solutions have been found by Jack van Wijk
[5] with beautiful computer models. van Wijk’s way of generating target surfaces is to take an
existing regular map (for example: a platonic solid), turn its edges into tubes, its vertices into
junctions, and its faces into holes. A tubification process, as he calls it, is a generalization of
the tetrahedral tube frame of Carlos Séquin [11]. This process produces, in other words, regular
surfaces and works well for the lower genus maps. Repeated application of this process may bring
some degeneracies such as: self-intersected tubes or poor mesh quality (Figure 3, left) at the
junctions. One way to solve these issues is to use small radii, but then the regular tilling mapped
onto the surface becomes hard to visualize. These are cited as open problems in [5]. RMS was
developed to solve these issues. As it is shown in Figure 3, RMS produces more appealing shapes
than the direct tubification without further processing. For further investigation of the algorithm
used in RMS, we refer to [5] and [8].
Figure 6. R4.3 {6, 4}, starting from
the hyperbolic disc through a first candidate 3D embedding from [5] and smoothed by RMS to
Figure 4: R4.3! {6, 4}, starting from the hyperbolic disc through a first candidate 3D embedding
give an octahedral looking shape.
from [5] and smoothed by RMS to give an octahedral looking shape.
[4] Havas G. and Ramsay C.:
ACE-Advanced
http://www.itee.uq.edu.au/ cram/ce.html

Coset

Enumerator,

(2002),

4

[5] van Wijk J. J.: Symmetric Tiling of Closed Surfaces: Visualization of Regular Maps. Proc.
SIGGRAPH 2009 Conf., New Orleans, pp 49:1-12.
[6] van Wijk J. J. and Cohen A. M.: Visualization of Seifert Surfaces, (2006), IEEE Transactions
on Visualization and Computer Graphics 12, 4,485-496.

Demonstration 5
Title
Implementation of Integral based Digital Curvature
Estimators in DGtal∗
Authors
David Coeurjolly
Jacques-Olivier Lachaud
Jérémy Levallois
Institution
Université de Lyon, France. Université de Savoie, France.
Abstract
In many geometry processing applications, differential geometric quantities estimation such as
curvature or normal vector field is an essential step. In [1], we have defined curvature
estimators on digital shape boundaries based on Integral Invariants. In this paper, we focus on
implementation details of these estimators.
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Figure 7.1:
R4.3
{6, 4}, starting
from the
hyperbolic disc through
a first candidate
3D embedding
and smoothed
by RMS
to give anin
Figure
Integral
invariant
computation
in dimension
2 (left)
and 3 (middle),
and
notations
octahedral looking shape.
dimension 2 (right)

Authors of [4][5] have demonstrated that some integral quantities provide interesting curvature
information when the kernel size tends to zero. Indeed, thanks to Taylor expansion at x of the
surface ∂X approximated by a parametric function y = f (x) in 2d and z = f (x, y) in 3d and
with a fixed radius r, we obtain convergent local curvature estimators κ̃r (X, x) and H̃r (X, x) of
quantities κ(X, x) and H(X, x) respectively:
def

κ̃r (X, x) =

3Ar (x)
3π
−
,
2r
r3

κ̃r (X, x) = κ(X, x) + O(r),

def

H̃r (X, x) =

8
4Vr (x)
−
3r
πr4

H̃r (X, x) = H(X, x) + O(r)

(2)
(3)

where κr (X, x) is the 2d curvature of ∂X at x and Hr (X, x) is the 3d mean curvature of ∂X at x.
In [1], we were interested in studying the behavior of integral invariants in digital geometry
using
multigrid
framework
with digitization
grids
withand
grid
step curvature
h tending
tocolor
zero.
Wezero
define
Figure 8.aIllustration
of curvature
estimation.From
left to right:on
mean
curvature
Gaussian
(back
means
Figure
3:
Illustration
of
curvature
estimation.From
left
to
right:
mean
curvature
and
Gaussian
a
digital
version
of
Eq.
(2)
and
(3)
estimators.
curvature surfels), first and second principal curvature directions mapped on a blobby cube on a blobby cube, 2d curvature mapped
on a Flower2D,
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on Al
with
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kernelfirst
size of
0.2second
and with
a convolution
kernel directions
size of 0.06.
curvature
(back color
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surfels),
and
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1 a Flower2D, 3d Gaussian
mapped on a blobby cube on a blobby cube,
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on
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3Area(B
def 3π
r/h ( h · x) ∩ Z, h)
curvature on Al
kernel. size of 0.06.
∀0 with
< h a<convolution
r, κ̂r (Z,kernel
x, h) size
= of 0.2
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3

(4)
2r
r
where κ̂r is an integral digital curvature estimator of a digital shape Z ⊂ Z2 at point x ∈ R2 and
step h.References
Br/h ( h1 · x) ∩ Z, h) means the intersection between Z and a Ball B of radius r digitized by
h centered
x.
[1] D.inCoeurjolly,
J.-O. Lachaud, and J. Levallois. Integral based curvature estimators in digital
In thegeometry.
same way,
haveGeometry
in 3d: for Computer Imagery, 2013.
In we
Discrete
!
[2] D. Coeurjolly, J.-O. Lachaud, and
T. Roussillon.
Geometry
4Digital
Vol(Br/h
( h1 · x) Algorithms,
∩ Z ! , h) Theoretical
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!
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.
Foundations
of ,Computational
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volume
2
of
LNCVB,
chapter
Multi3r
πr4
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pages
395–424.
Springer,
2012.
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(5)

where Ĥr is an integral digital mean curvature estimator of a digital shape Z ! ⊂ Z3 at point
[3] R. Klette and J. Žunić. Multigrid convergence of calculated features in image analysis. Journal
x ∈ R3 and step h.
of Mathematical Imaging and Vision, 13:173–191, 2000.
We have demonstrated that Eq. (4) and (5) are multigrid convergent. With hypothesis about

Demonstration 6
Title
description
of some functions of the graphical interface and an example that evaluates the efficiency
An
application
forpresented
gait recognition
using persistent
homology
of the method is
in Section
2.2.
Authors

Lamarsimplicial complex ∂K(I)
2JavierThe

Edel Garcia-Reyes
Rocíothe
Gonzalez-Diaz
First,
moving object (person) is segmented for each frame applying background modeling and
Raul
Alonso-Baryolo
subtraction. The sequence of silhouettes is analyzed to extract one subsequence of representation,
which include at least a gait cycle [5]. One subsequence of representation is selected for each
Institution
sequence.
Patterns Recognition Department, Advanced
Technologies Application Center, La Habana,
The 3D binary digital picture I = (Z3 , 26, 6, B) where B ⊂ Z3 is the foreground, B c = Z3 \B the
Cuba.
background,
and
(26,School
6) is the
adjacency
relation for
the of
foreground
and background,
respectively
Applied Math
Dept.,
of Computer
Engineering,
Univ.
Seville, Seville,
Spain.
of a subsequence of representation is built stacking silhouettes aligned by their gravity centers (gc)
(see
Fig. 1.a).
Abstract
The
border
simplicial
complex for
∂K(I)
associated using
with persistent
I is constructed
asUsing
follows.
This Demo
presents
an application
gait recognition
homology.
a First, we
compute
the 3D
cubical complex
(whose geometric
vertices,inedges,
squares
background
subtraction
approach,Q(I)
a silhouette
sequence isbuilding
obtainedblocks
from are
a camera
a
controlled
borderallsimplicial
complex
builtdown
stacking
silhouettes
aligned
and
cubes).environment.
Second, weA visit
the point
of B, isfrom
to up
and from
left by
to right. Let
center.
A following
multifiltration
is appliedof on
v their
= (i, gravity
j, k) ∈ B.
If the
7 neighbors
v, the border simplicial complex which
captures relations among the parts of the human body when walking. Finally, the topological
gait signature
extracted
the(i+1,
persistence
barcode
toj each
Thej +1, k +1)},
{(i+1,
j, k), (i, jis+1,
k), (i, j,from
k +1),
j +1, k),
(i+1, according
j, k +1), (i,
+1, kfiltration.
+1), (i+1,
measure cosine is used to give a similarity value between topological signatures. The input of
are
in are
B then,
v and
its 7 to
neighbors
form
a unit
cube which
is added
to Q(I)
thisalso
Demo
videos the
with point
resolution
320x240
25f ps. The
videos
in CASIA-B
database
are
used to with
prove all
theitsefficacy
and efficiency.
computer
with This
2Gb way,
of RAM
memory
and a the small
together
faces (vertices,
edgesAand
squares).
we do
not consider
DualCore
usedoftothe
test.2DIncubical
this Demo
all topological
have been
artifacts
of processor
I. Then, were
the cells
complex
∂Q(I) arefunctions
all the squares
of Q(I) which
c
programmed
by
the
authors
in
the
C++
programming
language.
OpenCV
library
has
been used and edges).
are shared by a voxel of B and a voxel of B , together with all their faces (vertices
for the
image processing
part. ∂K(I) of I is obtained from ∂Q(I) by subdividing each square of
The
simplicial
representation
∂Q(I) in 2 triangles together with all their faces. Finally, coordinates of the vertices of ∂K(I) are
normalized to coordinates (x, y, t), where 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1 and t is the number of silhouette of the
subsequence of representation.
t =Number of silhouettes

sequence
subsequence

j = half image
i=0,j=0

Width image

Width image

i = half image

gravity centers (gc)
Hieght image

Hieght image

Figure 9. (a) Silhouettes aligned by their gravity centers (gc). (b) The 3D binary digital picture I obtained from the silhouettes.

Figure 1: (a) Silhouettes aligned by their gravity centers (gc). (b) The 3D binary digital picture
I obtained from the silhouettes.

2.1

Topological Gait Signature

We define four directions Da = {daxt , dayt , daob1 , daob2 } and their opposite Db = {dbxt , dbyt , dbob1 , dbob2 }
to obtain eight filtrated simplicial complex 6∂Kd , for d ∈ Da ∪ Db , i.e, eight forms of order of the
triangles of ∂K(I) (see Fig.2). According to each filtration persistence barcodes are computed.
We reduce the barcodes removing homology classes with low persistence which are associated to

Demonstration 7
Title
Reconstructing persistent graph structures from noisy images
Authors
Alexey Chernov
Vitaliy Kurlin
Institution
Dept Computer Science and Technology, University of Bedfordshire, Luton, UK.
Computer Learning Research Centre, RHUL, Egham, Surrey, UK.
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Durham University, Durham, UK.
Abstract
Consider a noisy dotted image of a graph on the plane. We present a new fast algorithm for
reconstructing a topological structure of the original graph with a high probability. Degrees of
vertices in the graph are found by methods of persistent topology.

analyze small clouds around each point p. Moreover, counting cycles in Ūr (p) lead
to
better
results
noise
than
‘rays’
in Ur (p) as in [1].
Figure
10. Growing
graphsin
Gϵ the
for thepresence
point cloud ofof
5 points
(0, 0),
(1, 0),counting
(2, 1), (2, 3), (0,
5).
Figure 1: growing graphs G! for the point cloud of 5 points (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 1), (2, 3), (0, 5)

4 Now
Computational
and
further
we can compute results
topological
invariants
of Gwork
! (for example, the number
of connected components or the number of independent cycles) and analyze how
they change as the parameter ! increases. For instance, if the graphs G! have two
connected components over a long interval of !, then the original point cloud is
likely to have two clusters. Similarly, counting cycles in G! may reveal that a point
cloud C looks like a topological closed loop. A much more general version is in [2].

3

Algorithm for a graph reconstruction

The degree of a point p in a graph G is the number of arcs attached to p. For
instance, any point inside an edge of G has degree 2. Our plan is to find a potential
degree of each point p in a given cloud C ⊂ R2 . All points of degree 2 can be split
into clusters representing edges of G. Similarly, for any k "= 2, all degree k points
from the cloud C ⊂ R2 concentrate around degree k vertices of G, see Fig. 2.

We find a potential degree k of a point p ∈ C by analysing its round neighbourhood Ur (p) of a radius r in the cloud C. The radius r is currently a parameter, we
Figure 11. A red graph reconstructed from a blue point cloud around the diamond graph G.
are going to choose it automatically. For a vertex v of a degree k in the original
FigureG,
3: the
a red
graph reconstructed
from
around
the add
diamond
G
graph
neighbourhood
Ur (p)
is aa blue
‘starpoint
withcloud
k rays’.
If we
the graph
boundary
circle to Ur (p), the resulting ‘wheel’ Ūr (p) has k ‘spokes’ and k independent cycles.
In the first picture of Fig. 3 a blue point cloud C is sampled from edges of the
diamond graph G with 5 vertices at (0, 0), (±1, 0), (0, ±1). In the second picture
C is a noisy sample. Both red reconstructed graphs have the same structure as G.

7
Our work in progress is to prove a formal
theorem that under weak conditions
on a graph G ⊂ R2 and a δ-dense cloud C in its η-neighbourhood, the topological
structure of G can be reconstructed from the cloud C with a high probability.

Interaction area: with buttons and editable text boxes. The user can load the image to be

Demonstration
8 the Load the input i mage button. The image will immediately appear in
analyzed with

the left axes along with its histogram and some options will be enabled such as Load the

Titleground truth file or Enhance the selected i mage. If this second button is pressed the
Software
tool
for contrast enhancement
of improved.
melanoma images
based on image and
image
illumination
is corrected and
and segmentation
its contrast is
The enhanced
human
perception
its histogram will be shown in the display area. At this moment, the Segmentation

button is enabled and, if it is pressed, the segmentation is carried out. When the program

Authors
finished the resulting image is displayed with the tumor border marked in blue over
IreneisFondón
the
original one. There is an option of displaying the ground truth image (if available) in
Qaisar Abbas
orderCelebi
to compare the obtained results.
M. Emre
Waqar Ahmad
QaisarbeMushtaq
It must
noticed that the different buttons needed to perform the desired operations are

disabled in the initial call to the program and are automatically activated during the process. In
this Institution
way the program guides the specialist in the procedure of melanoma segmentation.
There
are two experimental parameters that are initially fixed by the algorithm. However, if the
University of Seville, Seville, Spain.
expert
considers
theUniversity,
result as non
satisfactory,
these parameters can be changed and a new value
National
Textile
Faisalabad,
Pakistan.
can Center
be introduced
in the imaging
corresponding
edit boxes. Key
Some
examplesofare
shown
in Figures 1 and
for Biomedical
and Bioinformatics,
Laboratory
Image
Processing,
2. Faisalabad, Pakistan.
Department of Computer Science, Louisiana State University, Shreveport, Louisiana, USA.
Abstract
In this paper we present a software tool for melanoma border detection (MBD). It has been
designed to be incorporated in any Computer Aided Diagnosis Tool (CAD) for early detection
of melanoma in mass screening programs. The tool is completely automatic, posses a userfriendly interface and does not require any specific hardware. The main steps followed by the
implemented algorithm are: uneven illumination correction, color contrast improvement and
color image segmentation. All of them are performedin the uniform color space CIE L*a*b* in
order to achieve a complete adaptation to human color perception. The program is able to
provide not only the final obtained segmentation result but also intermediate graphical
outcomes, guiding the user in the process of melanoma detection. This simple, friendly but
powerful interface can serve as a support for the medical personnel in the melanoma diagnostic
process. The MBD software and some samples of the dermoscopy images used can be
(a)
(b)
downloaded at http://cs.ntu.edu.pk/research.php.

Figure 1. The software tool at the beginning of the segmentation process (a) and at the histogram computation step (b). The buttons
and options are enabled progressively guiding the user in the process.

(a)
(b)
Figure
12.original
The original
image
is enhanced
and
segmentation is
is performed
performed (b).
segmentation
result
is shown
in blue
Figure
2. The
image
is enhanced
(a)(a)
and
thethesegmentation
(b).The
Thefinal
final
segmentation
result
is shown
in blue
the ground
truth
in black.
alongalong
with with
the ground
truth
in black.

The implemented software, some sample dermoscopy images and the corresponding ground
truth annotated by an expert dermatologist are freely available at:
http://cs.ntu.edu.pk/research.php.
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Demonstration 9
Title
Interactive display of 2D and 3D discrete quadrics with controlled topology
Authors
Eric Andres
Jean-Luc Toutant
Institution
XLIM Laboratory, University of Poitiers, France.
ISIT, Universite d’Auvergne, Clermont1, France.
Abstract
In this demonstration, we are going to propose an interactive animation of analytically defined
discrete conics (quadrics in 2D) and discrete quadrics in 3D. The digitization is performed on
the 2D quadratic equation: Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0 and the 3D quadric equation
Ax2 + By2 + Cz2 + Dxy + Exz + F yz + Gx + Hy + Iz + J = 0. We propose 4 and 8-connected
discrete 2D conics (naive and standard discrete conics) defined analytically where the user can
see the resulting discrete conic while interacting with the parameters A, B, C, D, E and F. In
the same way, we propose 6-separating and tunnel free 3D quadrics (naive and standard 3D
quadrics) defined analytically where the user can can interactively modify the parameters A, B,
C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J.

Figure 13. 4 and 8-connected digitized Ellipses of equation −2x2 + 3xy − 2y2 − 2x + 2y + 6 = 0.
Figure 1: 4 and 8-connected digitized Ellipses of equation −2x2 + 3xy − 2y 2 − 2x + 2y + 6 = 0.

Figure 2: 4 and 8-connected digitized Parabolas of equation x2 + 2xy + y 2 + x + 3y − 6 = 0.

Figure 14. Naive Hyperbolic Paraboloid.Figure 5: Naive Hyperbolic Paraboloid of equation x4

2

2

Content of the Demonstration

−

y2
9

− (z + 5) = 0.

The viewer of the demonstration will be able to interact with the parameters A, B, C, D, E and F
and observe the resulting discrete conic interactively. The discrete conic is simply defined by an
analytical equation deduced from the digitization scheme and the graphical output is performed
with the software Mathematica. See Figure 4.
The same goes for 3D quadrics, where this time we propose a digitization of the quadric surface
defined by Ax2 + By 2 + Cz 2 + Dxy + Exz + F yz + Gx + Hy + Iz + J = 0. See the Figure 5 for
an example of 6-separating hyperbolic paraboloid.
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Demonstration 10
Title
TKDetection: a software to detect and segment wood knots
Authors
Adrien Krähenbühl
Bertrand Kerautret
Isabelle Debled-Rennesson
Institution
Université de Lorraine, LORIA, ADAGIo team, Nancy, France.
Abstract
TKDetection is a software that proposes to segment knots in X-Ray CT images of trees. It
implements algorithms combining tools of image analysis and discrete geometry like connex
components extraction, contours extraction or dominant point detection. TKDetection is free
and available on Github platform [2].

Figure 15. Overview of TKDetection interface.

Figure 1: Overview of TKDetection interface.

•
•
•
•
•

Armadillo to manipulate matrix [6],
Insight Toolkit (ITK) to open DICOM images [7],
Qxt, Qwt and QwtPolar that provide graphical elements,
DGLib for the dominant points detection,
ImaGene, used by DGlib.

A simple viewer DGtalBranchVisu, given in TKDetection repository, allows a 3D visualization
of the export results. It uses the library DGtal 10
and the associated DGtal-tools [1].
TKDetection evolves constantly and easily through a permanent design focus. We can see for
example in Fig. 2 the class diagram of histogram design.

